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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Once nrosic was thought to exist for the talented few, now, however
it is known to exist for all. "The power of enjoying and loving the best
music is not a rare and special privilege, but the natural inhei*itance of
everyone who has ear enough to distinguish one tune from another, and wit
enough to prefer order to incoherence.”^
Today, more than ever before, the youth of America are being impressed
with the Greek idea that they must read well, sing or play some musical
instrument well, and listen to and enjoy the best of music. This is a
result of the application of the philosophy of education of today, ■which
is concerned ■wi'th the development of the whole indi'vldual.
Calvin T. Ryan, in an article entitled "The Rediscovery of Music as
a Subject For Education," says:
We may not fully comprehend what Plutarch meant when he said with
reference to music, liiat it teaches us 'to obtain from everything
that is indecmt, both in work and deed, and to observe decorum
■temperance and regularity.' We may not believe it has ■the power, but
the rediscovery of music as an educa-tional subject is traceable very
significantly to a better understanding of the part of the emotional
responses play in the life of a person, aid to the growing belief that
a poetic outlook on life is necessary to counterbalance a too great
emphasis upon the practical outlook. A greater interest in music has
come at a time when salvation is most needed.2
It has been said by an eminent specialist that the greatest work
1
¥. H. Hadow, as ci'bed in Roy Dickerson Welch, The Appreciation of
Music (New York, 1927)* p. 9.
Cal^Tin T. Ryan, "The Rediscovery of Music as a Subject For Education."
Musical Quarterly, X7I (October, 1930), 331.
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performed by a teacher is "when she opens the eyes of the people to the
beauty of sky and field of music and verse that their minds and souls
may be kept sweet.
Substaining the idea of the importance or worth of music in the lives
of children in order that the nfcole individual mi^t become a reality,
the music teacher naturally seeks to develop the art of enjoying "good"
music as well as playing or creating "good" music in its rightful place.
For too long, children have not been allowed to develop their finer selves
because it was thought they did not possess the necessary talent for a
particular art. Art is for everyonej it is for those who can enjoy it
as well as those who can create it.
Leo Kestenberg expresses well the equality of phases of music when
he sa3^, "The making of music and the listening to it again have equal
2
rights," It is the opinion of many musicians that cwie does not have to
possess a knowledge of music to have an appreciation for it.
It would then appear that the school, as one of the major agencies by
which culture may be transmitted, should look upon music as an integral
phase in the development of the individual,
Frank D, Boynton expresses quite vividly the power of music when he
says:
Music is the universal language of mankind through the ages. It
is the common inheritance of all out of the past. It has power to
express every human emotion, love, hate, nobility, degradation,
aspiration, discouragement, achievanent and defeat. No matter what
the vernacular, these things are felt and understood when expressed
1
Calvin T» Ryan, "The Rediscovery of Music as a Subject For Education,"
Musical Quarterly, XVI (October, 1930), 321,
2
Leo Kestenberg, "Music Education Goes Its Own 7fay," as cited in
Musical Quarterly, XXV (October, 1939 )> fiU2,
3
in music,^
The stiidy of music in its formal and theoretical aspect had an early
beginning in this country. However, only recently have educators taken
the position that there are phases of music which can be purposeful for
those who do not fall in Ihe ranks of the talented few, but by whom the
best of music may be appreciated,
James Kursell says that "The appreciation of music does not neccessarily
mean a technical knowledge of music either practical or theoretical, it
2
simply means the enjoyment of music,"
It is observed in educational trends today that three phases of music
education have become significant: (1) music is accepted as a part of
the curric’ulum, (2) instrumental music is a part of music appreciation,
and (3) music appreciation has come to be regai^ied as the principle aim
of instructional part of school activities,3
Indeed, as never before, the masses are being considered, the develop¬
ment of individual interest is of major concern, and the appreciation of
music has become meaningful to the non-talented as well as the talented.
In giving status to music appreciation. Dr, Russell Morgan very ex-
plicitedly states: "Music appreciation is after all the principle pur¬
pose of all music education,"^
Concurring with Russell Morgan, Dr. James Mursell of Teachers College,
1
Frank D, Boynton, "Giving Music A Real Place," Journal of Education
111-112 (April, 1930), UU3.
2
James Mursell, Principles of Music Education (New York, 1927)i p. 7»
3
Encyclopedia of Educational Research (New York, 19^0), p. 768,
Frances Clark, "Widening Horizons in Music Education," Music Teachers
National Association as cited by Russel Morgan, (Oberlin, Ohio, 193^)» P» l58.
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Columbia University, states that the techniques of music study have be¬
come secondary and that the appreciation of music through hearing is of
■I
primary importance.
In view of the discussion relative to the pertinence of music sqpprecia-
tion as a factor in the music education, the vrriter is interested in find¬
ing an effective method by which this "appreciation” can be develop in
children. It is her feeling that if this problem is finally solved,
music will become a tangible and meaningful factor in the living pattern
of the individual. It will be difficult to evolve an adequate method fdr
determining this "worth" of appreciation, but no effort should be spared
to enrich the lives of all children in this area, especially those who
must depend entirely upon the school because of limited economic conditions.
Basic Assumptions.— It has been assumed by several writers in the
music education world that repetition is effective in developing apprecia¬
tion of classical music selections. To confirm this assertion, J. Lawrence
Ebb states;
Repeated hearing, therefore, is the fundamental factor in bring¬
ing about the appreciation of music - repeated hearing, prefaced or
accompanied by such information as may served to stimulate the interest
or to thrw light upon any obscurities of construction or meaning. No
amount of talking about music can take the place of hearing it. Rather,
too much talk often reacts unfavorable in creating impossible exceptions,
or on the other hand, in dulling the edge of interest, so that the zest
is worn off.2
Roy Dickinson Welch also supports the assumption that repetition is
effective in developing appreciation when he says;
Trying to appreciate music Tflthout having music to appreciate is
1
James Mursell, Principles of Music Education (New York, 1927), p. l58.
2
J. Lawrence Ebb, "Musical Appreciation," Musical Quarterly, XI (Jan¬
uary, 1925), 5.
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like learning to swim without water. Music must be provided and in
such a way that it may be heard repeatedly.!
Welch also mentions the fact that familiarity may breed contempt in some
avenues of experiences but not in the field of music. Very few persons
can get all there is from a great piece of music upon the first hearing.
Aaron Copeland says.
You can’t develop a better appreciation of the art merely by
reading a book about it. If you want to understand music better,
you can do nothing more important than listen to it. Nothing can
possibly take the place of listening to music.^
Several musicians are of the opinion that selections snd stories about
the classics will aid in developing appreciation for the classical selection,
J. Lawroice Ebb e3q)resses this opinion when he says.
Musical appreciation has come to mean the study about music
through the spoken, word and the musical illustration sometimes
reinforced by pictures, costumes, or other accessories, without any
definite demands upon the student in the line of performance,3
Basis For Interest.—* The idea for this study was the result of the
writer’s association with children and musical activities.
In the school where the study was conducted, there were held regular
activity periods of one hour each Friday, As the ?rriter was interested
in developing a phase bf music which seemed least touched upon that of
listening to classical selections a music club was formed, (The idea
as to the best utilization of this time was in its initial stage), TShen
the children were asked idiat they would like to do in their music club,
they offered different answers. Some vranted to sing, othei^ wanted to
1
Roy Dickinson Welch, The Appreciation of Music (New York, 1927), p. 13«
2
Aaron Copeland, What To listen For In Music (New York, 1939 )> P* 3»
3
J, Lawrence Ebb, Og, Git,, p, 1,
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hear recordings, and sti3J. others wanted to "learn about music," A prob¬
lem existed as to how to satisfy the children in order that all manifested
interests could be met. It was decided that two phases of music should
receive attention during the allotted hour. One would consist of listen¬
ing to music and the other to singing.
In order to make the hour interesting to all who came, serai-classical
selections were first chosen for listening and next came the classics.
In connection with classical selections, information such as the life of
the composer, historical settings, and other details were chosen which
would stimulate interest. The children seemed quite enthusiastic about
the program.
From the apparent interest and growth manifested by the children,
these questions arose: (l) what is the best method for developing apprecia¬
tion of musical selections among children with very little musical know¬
ledge or musical background? (2) how could a study be conducted which
would give tangible results of the development of appreciation?
The yrriter obtained the necessaiy information relative to conducting
this study. The principal and all faculty members were most cooperative
with the writer’s efforts.
Statement of the Problem,— The problem involved in this study was
to determine the relative effectiveness of repetition without e:5q)lanation,
as against repetition with explanation, on the development of appreciation
of a classical selection, within a short period of time, as shown by a
group of pupils in the seventh grade of the Walker Street School, Atlanta,
Georgia.
Definition of Terms.—
1, The terra "Repetition" as used in this study is the act of repeating
7
or sa3rLng overj to perform several times,
2, The concept "Repetition -with explanation” as used herein denotes
the performance and repetition several times of stories of the
selections, of the life of the con^oser, and of the type of
classical selection,
3* "Appreciation” in this stxidy means to rise in value, to become
more valuable,
U* The word "Classical” as used in this study peirtains to writers
of the first rank.
The concept of "Sittings" as used in this sttdy is occupying a
seat for the ptirpose of listening to selections.
Statement of the Purpose,-— One purpose of this study was to test
the null hypothesis that there were no significant differences betiveen
the two groups, one which repeatedly heard the music only, and the other
group which repeatedly heard the music acconpanied by eaplanation in
developing appreciation of a classical musical selection in a short period
of time,
A second purpose was to determine the relationship, if any, between
musical talent as revealed by the performance on Seashore Measures of
Musical Talent and Appreciation as revealed by responses from twelve
sittings.
Collection of Data,— The subjects involved in this study were fifty
pupils enrolled at the Walker Street School, Atlanta, Georgia, There was
a variation in ages of the subjects from eleven to fifteen years. The
subjects were selected from the total enrollment of three seventh grade
classes which numbered fifty pupils each. The method used was the random
sample. The writer procured the enrollment cards from the teacher of
8
each class; these were spread on a table with names down. Every third
card was pulled until there was a total of seventeen each from the two
seventh grades, and sixteen from one seventh grade class which made a
total of fifty. Of this number selected nine were males and eighteen
females.
The test used in this study was the Seashore Measure of Musical
Talent. A Familiarity Check List and also a preference check list were
used. A questionnaire was used in the twelve sittings.
Selections of interest which comprised "Explanation”* were used, A
record player was used. The recording "IP," as recorded by Perry Como,
was chosen as the preferred selection of the group as a result of listings
on a questionnaire,
A questionnaire was used for the purpose of finding the preferred
selection of the group in order to determine the extent to -vdiich the
subjects level of appreciation had developed, "The Dance of The Sugar
Plum Fairy" from the Nutcracker Suite by Peter Tschaikowsky was used as
the classical selection whose purpose in the study was to determine if
any "rise in value" could be ascertained between the preferred selection
"IF" and the classical selection "The Dance of The Sugar Plum Fairy."
The Seashore Measures of Musical Talent was designed and compiled by
Dr, C. E. Seashore of the University of Iowa, This series was the first
attempt to measure musical talent places Dr, C. E. Seashore as pioneer in
this particular field. These measures are composed of six variables;
Pitch, Intensity, Rhythm, Time, Consonance and Tonal Memory, These are




present a descriptive background picture of musical talent of the subjects
used in this study.
The Familiarity Check List was designed by the writer, -with guidance
from textbooks and musical authorities. The following books were of
valuable aid in the preparation of this Check List: Teaching Music From
An Appreciative Basis by Louis Mohler, The Effects of Music by Max Shoen
and The Appreciation of Music by Roy Dickinson, Mr, J, DeKoven Killings-
worth of the Music Department of Clark College gave the writer valiiable
assistance in compiling this Check List, Ifr, Kemper Harreld and Mr, Willis
L, James of the Music Department of Atlanta University, Morehouse and
Spelman Colleges were most helpful in suggesting selections -rfiich appealed
to children and selections with which most children came in contact. The
purpose of the Familiarity Check List was to determine the general exis¬
ting knowledge of a select representative group of musical selections,
possessed by the subjects in this study. If this were revealed, more
description could be thrown upon these subjects,^
The Preference Check List was one on which the subjects listed their
2
most preferred selection.
The questionnaire was a form on which they listed their preference
for their preferred selection which was "IF” of the classical selection
"The Dance of The Sugar Plum FaiiT*"^
Method of Procedure,— In obtaining data for this stiidy, attention








of the subjects, and a second -mhich answers the purposes as listed in
this chapter*
These are the steps involved in obtaining the data of this study.
1* The Seashore Measures of Musical Talent Test was administered
to fifty seventh-grade pupils at Walker Street Elementary School, Atlanta,
Georgia on Monday, April 23, Tuesday, April 2h, and Wednesday, April 2^.
Two of the variables were administered each day between the hotirs of one-
thirty p.m. and two-thirty p.m. The subjects were given a test blank and
asked to listen carefully for instructions. The subjects were tested
according to the manual accompanying the test. The writer was the only
administrator of the test.
2. On Friday, May 11, 1951 between the hours of one-thirty and two-
thirty in the afternoon, the subjects were given a Familiarity Check List.
They were again instructed to listen carefully to the selections without
attention to their nei^bors paper.
3. On Monday, Hay lU, 1951 a Preference Check List was given to the
thirty-six subjects (Those who completed the entire Seashore Battery).
They were instructed to list their preferred selection based on a choice.
Twenty out of thirty-six chose "IF".
li. On Tuesday, Jlay l5, 1951 the three groups of twelve each with a
total of thirty-six students, selected frcm the initial fifty as a result
of their having coii5)leted the entire Seashore Battery, began their observed
sittings.
The selection "IF" recorded by Perry Como was used as standard of
their existing level of appreciation. "The Dance of The Sugar Plum Fairy’*
was selected for its appeal to children from guidance by Mr. Kemper Harreld
and Mr, Willis L. James,
The group was divided into three groups on the basis of a random
saii5)le. The remaining thirty-six were shuffled and were alternately
placed in Groups I, II, and III,
Group I was the control group, which did not receive repetition of
the classical selection or explanation of the classical selection. Group
I only piarticipated in -tiie study at the first hearing and the last hear¬
ing.
Group II received rejjetition and Explanation throughout the entire
study, "If," their preferred selection, was heardj then information
concerning "The Dance of The Sugar Plum Fairy^’ was given. The order of
the recordings was reversed at each sfStting, This is the sequence of
"Explanation":
1, Group to which "The Dance of The Sugar Plum Fairy" belongs - the
Nutcracker Suite, a discussion of a Suite.^
2, How the Nutcracker Suite came to be written,^
3, The life of Peter Tschaisowsky.^
U. Stoiy of "The Dance of The Sugar Plirni Fairy,
Group III only heard their preferred selection "IF” and "Dance of
The Sugar Plum Fairy" in an alternating manner during each sitting.
Answers to the question, "Did 3rou like ’Dance of The Sugar Plum Faiiy’









like it better, they wrote Yesj if they did not, which showed a preference
for "If,” they wrote No*
Since there seemed to be a short time involved in this study, the
wr5.ter was concerned with the effect of the double sittings as coii5)ared
with single sittings.
The single sittings consisted of seven, and double sittings consisted
of five. The first session of the last sitting was devoted to the procedure
followed for the two groups. The last session of final sittings, all three
groups again heard “If" recorded by Peiry Como and “The Dance of The Sugar
Plum Fairy."
The data obtained fall into two groups;
1, Descriptive data which reveal goieral musical background of subjects,
(a) Description of data as revealed by Performance of Groups I,
II, and III on the Seashore Test of Musical Talent.
(b) Conqparison of Group I with Group IT on The Seashore Measures
of Musical Talent.
(c) Comparison of Groups I with III on the Seashore Measures of
Musical Talent.
(d) Comparison of Group II 7ri.th Group III on The Seashore Mea¬
sures of Musical Talent.
(e) Description of Results from Familiarity Check List.
2* Data in answer to the purpose of the study,
(a) Results of application of chi-square to Group I,
(b) Results of application of chi-square to Group II,
(c) Results of application of chi-square to Group III,
(d) Results of single sittings of Group II as ccanpared with
single sittings of Group III,
(e) Results of double sittings of Group II as compared -with
those of Group III,
(f) Relationship between musical talent as revealed on the Sea¬
shore Measures of Musical Talent and Appreciation based on
Yes responses of twelve sittings.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
Relevant Literature on the Problem.— The literature reviewed in this
chapter may be categorized into the following groups:
1. Information concerning the appreciation of music.
2, Studies dealing with music.
a. The effect of immediate repetition oni the pleasantness or un¬
pleasantness of music.
b. An experiment to determine how accurately college students can
interpret the intended meaning of musical compositions.
o. Incentive as a basis in memorizing piano selections.
d. The range of individual differences in musical responses.
e. IndividuEil differences in listening to music.
f. The immediate and long-time effects of classical and popular
phonograph selections.
g. Relationship between musical talent and preferences for
different typ®s of music.
In considering the first category, one must be cognizant of today's
trends towards developing appreciation of music in children without any
particular demands made upon the child in the line of creative ability or
performance.
Music educators are striving for active listening as one of •ttie chief
concerns of the school. It has not been ascertained just how active listen¬
ing can be taught with tangible results. Louis Mohler of the School of
14
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Music Education, Columbia University, says "How active listening can be
1
taught is still a subject of investigation and experiment,"
There are many existing differences of opinion among music educators
as to the best method of developing appreciation of the classical selec*
tions. Sigmund Spaeth has no belief in biographical details, in the develop¬
ment of appreciation. It is his belief that the lives of musicans become
interesting only after the music has become a reality.
It is quite easy to think in terms of musical appreciation as an
isolated phase of music; this, however, is not true. Appreciation of music
is basic to all music education. Mursell and Ulen give this idea more de¬
scriptive meaning when in reference to appreciation, they say "It is not a
special phase or department of music, but a penetrating force that forms a
2
major constituent of all music education."
Appreciation is a motivating force for excellence of performance as
well as pure enjoyment.
Music educators are striving for absolute integration of music into
the curricula of schools. In many set-ups this is easily done, because
there are sympathetic principals to a music program. In others, music still
remains an extra-curricula activity. This does not allow for the full
participation of each child.
In the twentieth century, three phases of music education have become
significant, (l) It is accepted an part of the school curriculum. (2)
1
Louis Mohler, Teaching Music From An Appreciation Basis (Boston,
1928), p. 18.
2
James L. Mursell and Mabelle Glen, The Psychology of School Music
Teaching (New York, 1931), p. 10.
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Instrumental music has become a peirt of music education. Bands, glee
clubs, orchestras form an important part of the total program. (3) Music
appreciation is regarded as principal aims of instruction and listening
1
lessons eire an integral part of school activities.
In considering the second categrory vrhioh deals with musical studies,
one may observe a study conducted by Margaret Floy Washburh, Margaret S.
Child a3ad Theordore Mean Able entitled, "The Effect of Immediate Repetition
on the Pleasantness or Unpleasantness of Music" revesded that repetition
produces influences tending to lower and influence tending to raise the
2
pleasantness of the selection.
The participants in this study were young college students who were
divided musically into gifted and trained, and unmusically trained on a
basis of answers to a questionnaire. Eight selections were used. They were
grouped: (1) Severely classical - one fast, one slow, (2) Serious,
popular, classical - fast and slow, (3) Easy, popular, classical - fast
and slow and (4) Popular - fast and slow. A section of each record was
played repeatedly for five times. The observers wer« instructed to record
the degree of pleasantness experienced at each repetition a scale of five
was used; one being the highest. Results obtained from this study were:
Repetition of musical selections produce influences which tend to raise
and inflenoes which tend to lower the pleasantness of the selection.
The influences tending to lower pleasantness are more marked than those
_
Walter S. Monroe (Editor), Encyclopedia of Educational Research
(New York, I960), p. 768.
2
Margaret Floy Washburn, Margaret S, Child and Theodore Mean Able,
"The Effect of Immediate Repetition on the Pleasantness or Unpleasantness
of Music," (Ed.) Max Shoen, The Effects of Music (New York, 1927), pp. 199-
210.
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tending to raise pleasantness. For musical observers, there was revealed
a tendency to lose pleasantness sooner than for non-musical observers.
Certain causes of increased pleasantness on repetition were mentioned
such as: agreeable imagery, increased comprehension of the composition,
increased familiarity, greater attention to rhythm, greater attention to
melody, greater attention to instrumentation.
From these sources, greater attention to melody, to harmony, to in-
strmentation and better adjustment of mood were mentioned by more musical
then unmusical observers. The unmusical obsez^ers mentioned increased
familiarity, greater attention to rhythm, and "getting used to it."
Form these sources there is an explanation as to why simple popular music
tended to decrease rather than increase in pleasantness with repetition.
In considering another study which is concerned with the interpreta¬
tion of the meaning of musical composition by Melvin Rigg entitled, "An
Experiment to Determine How Accurately College Students Can Interpret the
1
Intended Meaning of Musical Compositions." In this study the writer was
seeking to test the accuracy with which the intended meaning of music can
be judged in the case of unfamiliar selections. The subjects heard
eighteen records which were unfamiliar to them. The records were classi¬
fied into two large groups (1) Sorrow and (2) Joy. These in turn were
divided into three groups with each group.
From answers obtained 73 per cent can distinguish sad from joyful;
41 per cent can classify pieces into oategrries such as death sorrow, etc.
_
Melvin Rigg, "An Experiment To Determine How Accurately College
Students Can Interpret the Intended Meanings of Musical Compositions,"
Journal of Experimental Psychology, XXI (December, 1937), 223-229.
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27 per cent could make finer classifications.
The data warrant the assertion that students can discriminate between
sad and joyful music but are less successful at progressiirely finer dis¬
crimination. In this study it was revealed that trained subjects do no
better than untrained ones.
Another significant ^study deals with "Incentive As a Basis in Memo-
1
rising Pisuio Selections." This study was conducted by Grade Rubin Robson.
In several previous experimental studies in memorizing piano music, it
has been found that often the most alert student lapses into an area in
the learning. Many reasons have been attributed for these lulls. Some are
fatigue, lack of interest and lack of "will to do."
On learning that these "plateaus" occurred after only three or four
repetitions of an eight measure period, fatigue was discarded as a reason.
The experimenter was investigating whether these brief "plateaus" which
have proven obvious in piano performance was due to the use of crude in¬
struments or if they can be eliminated by the provision of better incentive.
Nine subjects were used. They were divided into three groups. The
ages ranged from 20-26. They were professional musicians. Group I worked
for memorized keyboard performance, without any incentive. Group II was
urged to work and warned that it was of great importance. Group III was
told it would be paid in proportion to his speed.
Conclusions drawn from this study were that there was revealed no
differences by the three methods and that the transcribed scores considered
_
Grace Rubin Robson, "The Effect of Incentive," Journal of Educational
Psychology, XXXII (January, 1941), pp. 45-53.
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approximately the same.
In considering a study entitled, "The Experience of Beauty in Music,"
1
by Max Shoen, the many varied degrees of the meaning of music might be
revealed. To Dr. Johnson music was the "costliest of rackets;" to Carlye
it represented "a kind of inarticulate, infathomable speech which leads
us to the edge of the infinite and lets us for a moment gaze into that."
Music to Romain Holland is a moony light to eyes weaved of the harsh bril-
2
lianoe of this world's sun.
3
A study made by Vernon Lee on "Varieties of Musical Experiences"
shows the range of individual differences in musical responses. A number
of persons were asked this question: When music interests you, has it got
for you a meeming which seems beyond itself or does it remain just music?
One half answered that music had meaning beyond itself, that it was a
bearer of messages. The other half denied or disregarded the existence
of messages, music had no meaning beyond itself. For those who said music
had meaning beyond itself, also that it contained messages, stated that the
messages were visual or emotional, abstract or personal, expressing no co¬
herent picture.
The other half of the group did not deny the existence of a message.
From this study there is revealed a decided difference in what different
1
Max Shoen, "The Experience of Beauty in Music," The Musical Quarterly,




Vernon Lee, "Varieties of Musical Experience," North Amerioeui Review,




people get from music.
A sujrvey of the literature classifies listeners into four types.
This conclusion is based upon a study made by Charles S. Myers entitled
2
’’Individual Differences in Listening To Music.” This classification is
based upon reports of fifteen persons of degrees of musicalness who re¬
ported their reactions to six musical compositions played on the phono¬
graph. Myers grouped them into four types of listeners:
1. The Intra-Subjeotive Type. Music appeals to this type for
emotional, sensual or oonotive experience it arouses. Attention
is held by feeling or experience of self activity caused by the
music.
2. Associative Type. The appeal to this group lies on the extra
musical ideas it suggests.
3. Objective Type. The appeal to this group is based on critical
analyses of the music.
4. Character Type. The music is given character traits such as
morbid or joyful, etc.
From this study one may conclude that listeners fall into different
classes or types.
Another significant study is one conducted by A. R. Gilliland and
H. T. Moore entitled, ’’The Immediate- and Long-Time Effects of Classical
1
Vernon Lee, ’’Varieties of Musical Experiences,” pp. 748-57 as cited
in Musical Quarterly, XVII (October, 1931), pp. 93-94.
2
Charles S. Myers, "Individual Differences in Listening to Music,”
(Ed.) Max Shoeii, (New York, 1927), The Effect of Music, pp. 10-37.
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and Popular Phonograph Selections.” This study was made as a result of
an important issue in the universal world today - Jazz verses Classic.
The experimenters made a quantitative comparison of certain effects of
classical and jazz musio after the first and twenty-fifth hearings.
Thirty-five subjects were used; two classical sind two popular selec¬
tions were used. The effect of music was recorded in the following ways:
1. Enjoyment value of the piece
2. Record of speed of tapping in a thirty-second trial before and
after hearing the music.
3. Record of strength of grip before and after the music
4. Record of pulse beat during the music
5. Photographs showing facial expression while music was being
heard
From this study it was concluded that an unseleoted group of college
students incline to prefer the best classical music to jazz selection.
This preference seems to increase as the selections are repeated.
In considering a study which is concerned with and entitled ”The
Relationship Between Musical Talent and Preference For Different Types of
2
Music,” by Paul J. Fay and TAfarren C. Middleton, the questions proposed
are: Are the preferences of people in regard to music entirely a matter of
training? Would all individuals enjoy the same type of music if they had
1
A. R. (rilliland and H. T. Moore, ”The Immediate- and Long-Time Effects
of Classical and Popular Phonograph Selections,” (Ed.) Max Shoen, The Ef¬
fects of Musio (New York, 1927), pp. 211-21.
2
Paul J. Fay and Warren C. Middleton, ”The Relationship Between
Musical Talent and Preferences For Different Types of Musio," Journal of
Educational Psychology, XXXII (November, 1941), pp. 573-583.
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identical cultural backgrounds?
Twenty-seven males and twenty-seven females participated in this
study in which three variables of Seashore Measures of Musical Talent,
Pitch, Rhythm and Time were administered. Twelve selections were used.
They were grouped into six groups, (1) Romantic Classical, (2) Old Classi¬
cal, (3) Modern Classical, (4) Light Classical, (5) Swing and (6) Sweet.
It was concluded that light classical received first preference and classi¬
cal, higher than popular; college women rated classical music higher than
college men; individuals who referred romantic classical music were slightly
superior in sene of pitch and rh3rfchm to those who preferred old and modem
classical music as revealed on variables of the Seashore Test, to individuals
who preferred light classical music; those who preferred swing were decided¬
ly infereor in sense of pitch, rhythm and time to those who preferred
1
classical music.
From the literature reviewed in this study, the following conclusions
may be drawn;
1. Musical appreciation is a motivating force for all phases of
musical development.
2. Musical appreciation has gained status in the school program
with other phases of musical perfomance.
3. Repetition of musical selections produce influences which tend to
raise and influences which tend to lower the pleasantness of the
selections.
1
Paul J. Fay and Warren C. Middleton, "The Relationship Between
Musical Talent and Preferences For Different Types of Music," Journal of
Educational Psychology, XKXII (November, 1941), p. 583.
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4, Students cannot make finer discrimination between similar types
of selections.6.Trained subjects make no better showings on finer discriminations
in musical selections than do untrained ones.
6. Incentive is not a factor in memorizing piano selections.
7. A wide range of individual differences exists in responses to
musical selections.
8. Music has different meanings for different persons,
9. Listeners may be classified according to the appeal the music
make to them.
10. There exist preferences, as revealed in studies, for classical
selections over and above jazz.
11. Because of an immediate stimulating value, revealed in strongly
marked rhythm of popular music, it is important and necessary to
make use of this fact in acquainting children with music.
In connection with this study, the writer surveyed a broad area of re¬
lated literature which revealed signficant findings of others vdio have con¬
ducted similar musical experiments involving individual differences, differ¬
ences of meaning, and different types of listeners. These have furnished
some idea of the scope of such studies, as well as results obtained.
CHAPTER III
STATISTICAL TREATIvIENT OF DATA AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
General Description of Data«— The data obtained in this study were
of two types:
1* Data which described the subjects. The puipose of these data
were to give a descriptive picture of the musical background of the sub¬
jects used.
2, Data v^ich answer the purposes stated in Chapter I. To test the
null hypothesis that there were no significant differences between two
groups; one which heard imxsic repeatedly, the other 7»hich heard music
repeatedly with explanation in developing appreciation of a certain
classical musical selection in a short period of time.
The data obtained from the administration of the Seashore Test, and
the Familiarity Check List present a descriptive picture of subjects in
the study. Raw scores obtained by each subject on the Seashore Measures
of Musical Talent are presented as ungrouped data in the appendix.^
These data were collected and statistically interpreted.
The data obtained from the application of chi-square and correlation
of performance on variables on the Seashore Battery with appreciation as
revealed by yes responses from sittings answer the purposes in Chapter I.
The data irere collected and statistically interpretated.
The data for this chapter will be discussed according to the purposes





Table 1 summarizes the performance of Group I and Group II on the
variables of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent.
Comparison of Group I and Group II on the Seashore.— The data in
in Table 1 illustrate the similarity of perfoimanoe manifested by Groups
I and II on the several variables of the Seashore Test, The arithmetic
differences in mean scores were generally small which evidenced some
probability of similarity between the groups, Con5)utation of the "t"
value in terms of tliese mean differences heightened the probability that
with the 22 degrees of freedom to be considered at the .05 level of con¬
fidence, these obtained differences were unreal and were due to chance
factors.
Perhaps the most outstanding factor to be observed in the percentile
ranks was the lack of musical talent as exhibited by Groups I and II when
con5)ared with the standardized group.
From the statistical computation resulting in the data observed in
Table 1, it seemed sound to conclude that Groups I and n represented the
same population, and that any obtained differences were insignificant.
Table 2 summarizes the perfonaanoe of Groups I and III on the variables
for the Seashore Test of Musical Talent.
TABLE 1
SATISTICAL DATA ON THE VARIABLES OF THE SEASHORE MEASURES OF


















Pitch Group I 51.6 5 15.53 A A 1.82 Not Significant
Pitch Group II 58.2 15 10.13
o#o
Intensity Group I 53.9 0 9.73 cf o 1.23 Not SignificantIntensity Group II 59.3 0 6.01
3.9
Time Group I 61.3 15 U.7li
5.5 .99 Not SignificantTime Group II 'urr' 13.6U
Rhythm Group I 68.3 50 15.21; 6*0 1. Not Significant
Rhythm Grotjp II 20 9.79
Consonance Group I 52.5 5 10.71
^ 0 .77 Not Significant
Consonance Group II 55.7 10 19.90
3. <-
Tonal Memory Group I 36.7 5 9.5U
C .1 Not Significant
Tonal Memory Group il
'
3^.2‘ ITTsT”
"t" at .05 level of confidence is 2.07
"t” at .02 level of confidence is 2.51
*'t" at .01 level of confidence is 2.31
TABLE 2














Pitch Group I 51.6 5 15.53
5.5 l.>;9
Not
SignificantPitch Group III li6.1 0 10.3U
Intensity Group I 53.9 0 9.73
.36
Not
Intensity Group III 55.3 0 7.26 1.4 Significant
Tijne Group I 61.3 15 11.71
10.0 2.51 Significant
Time Group III ^1.3 0 CTI at .02 Level
Rh3rthm Group I 68.8 50 15.2U
8.5 l.);6
Not
SignificantRhythm Group III 60.3 15 10.82
Consonance Group I 52.5 5 10.71
.95
Not
Consonance Group III 57 15 12.65 Significant





Tonal Memory Group III 27.3 0 7.31;
"t" at ,0$ level of confidence is 2,07
"t" at ,02 level of confidence is 2»5l
"t" at ,01 level of confidence is 2.81
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In Table III, a simmary of the performance of Group II and Group III
may be found#
Comparison of Group I and Group III on The Seashore Test.-— As may
be seen in Table 2, there is evidenced some probability of similarity
between the two groups. However, on two of the variables. Time and
Tonal Memory, the arithmetic differences in mean scores appeared highj
when computation of the "t" values were made, these obtained differences
proved real. For Time there was revealed a significant difference at the
.02 level of confidence and for Tonal Memory, the difference was sig¬
nificant between the .02 and .05 levels of confidence.
On the variable *of Rhythm, Group I had an average percentile rank¬
ing of fifty. Only in this one variable was there a rank in the average
group.
From the statistical computations resulting in liie data observed in
Table 2, one may conclude that Groups I and III represent the same popu¬
lation in four of the variables of the Seashore Test, and on only two
were there obtained significant differences.
TABLE 3


















and abovePitch Group III 1;6,1 0 10.3U
Intensity Group II 59.8 0 6.01
1;.5. 1.38
Not
SignificantIntensity Group III 55.3 0 7.26
Time Group H 55.3 5 13.6U
1;.5 .98
Not
SignificantTime Group III 51.3 0 5.61;




Rhythm Group III 60.3 15 10.82
Consonance Group II 55.7 10 19.90
1.3 .11;
Not
SignificantConsonance Group III 57 15 12.65




and ,05 levelTonal Memory Group III 27.3 0 7.81;
"T" at .05 Level of Confidence is 2.07
"T" at .02 Level of Confidence is 2.51
"T” at ,01 Level of Confidence is 2.81
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Comparison of Group II and Group III on the Seashore Test.-— The data
in Table 3 illustrate the performance manifested by Groups II and III on
the several variables of ttie Seashore Test. The arithmetic differences
were generally small in four of the variables •which evidenced some proba¬
bility of similarity be'tween Uae groups. Computation of the "t” values
in terms of these mean differences heightened the probability that •with
the twenty-t'wo degrees of freedom to be considered at the .05 level of
confidence, 'these obtained differences -were tinreal and "were due to the
operation of chance factors. Computation of the "t" value in terms of
these mean differences in the variables of Pitch and Tonal Memory proved
significant. A significant difference -was obtained at the .01 level of
confidence in Pitchj a significant difference was found to exist be-feween
the .02 and .05 levels of confidence in Tonal Memory.
Both groups fall within "the Poor Groi:5>s according to the nonns for
the Seashore Test.
From the statistical computations resulting in the data observed in
Table 3j it seemed sound to conclude that Groups II and III represent
the same population on four of "the variables, Intensity, Time, Rhythm
and Consonance. Only on two variables. Pitch ard Tonal Memory were
significant differences obtained.
In summarizing the performance of the three groups on the variables
for the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent, one may conclude that the
three groups are -with only four exceptions sanples of the same population.
On the variables of the Seashore Test it was found idien s-batistical
ccMnputations -were made that only in four ccsaparisons, out of a total of
eighteen were significant differences revealed.
Tables U, 5, and 6 present the performance of Groups I, II and III
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TABLE 4
THE FREQHMCY OF HEW MD FAIHLIAR ITEMS ON THE
FAMILIARITY CHECK LIST FOR THE
STUDENTS IN GROUP I














on the Fajniliarity Check List
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TABLE 5
THE FREQUENCY OF UEVIT AND FAI>iIILIAR ITEMS ON THE
FAMILIARITY CHECK LIST POE THE
STUDENTS IN GROUP II

















THE FPJlQUENCy OF IBW MD FAtflLIAR ITaiS OH THE
FAMILIARITY CHECK LIST FOE THE
STUDEHTS IH GROUP III















Discussion of Restilts from Fainiliarity Check List*— To determine
the relative familiarity of the three groups with certain classical and
semi-classical selections from Tables Uj and 6 may be seen the results.
Group I, out of a possible score of 144 New and 144 Familiar, had a total
of 68 New and 76 Familiar, Reduced to percentages, 47 per cent New - ^3
per cent Familiar.
Group II had a total of 58 New out of a possible 144 and 86 Familiar
out of 144« Reduced to percentages, 40 per cent New and 60 per cent
Familiar,
Group III had a total of 70 New out of a possible 1)|4 and 74 Familiar
out of a possible score of 144« Reduced to percentages, we find Group
III having 49 per cent New and $1 per cent Familiar. We may conclude
that there is a range of 11 points between Group II and Group III on
Familiarity, Group I falls within this range. This is indicative that
there is not too much difference in familiarity with classical and semi-
classical selections.
For the Familiarity Check List, there was shown great similiarity
among the three groups, which revealed that the three groups possessed
very little familiarity with the selected musical selections of the list.
From thirty-six who listed their preferred selection, twenty listed
'•If recorded by Perry Ccano as their preferred selection.
Table 7 summarizes the application of chi-square to Groups I, II and
III to determine the significance of appreciation: Figures I and II
1




COMPARISONS WITHIN AND BETWEEN THE THREE GROUPS BY
THE APPLICATION OF CHI-SQUARE*
Groups
Dates of Sittings Which
were Con^ared Chi-Square Probability Significance**
Group I 15 Coi!5)ared with 30 .2377 .70-.80
Not
Significant




24 and 25 Compared with
29 and 30
5.890 .02* Significant
Group II 15, 16, 17, 18 Comparedwith 29, 30
.1003 .70-.80 Not
Significant












Groups II and III 15, 16, 17 Con5)ared Be¬tween the Groups
.496 50 Not
Significant
Groups II and III
29 and 30 Compared
Between the Groups .2336 .70-.50
Not
Significant
*The sittings were in the month of May, 1951.
♦♦Chi-Square in the problem is Significant at ,05 level of confidence when it is 3,841.
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Resmlts of Group I from Application of Chi-Square Techniques.-— Group
I -was the control group. It only participated in the study at the be¬
ginning and at the end. The -writer thought it best to use a third group,
which is called Group I in order to de-bennine if there were any changes
in appreciation over the period of the study without any experience
planned to bring about such changes. This groTip would help determine
if repetition or repetition with explanation would be a real factor in
the development of appreciation. Answers given as yes and no were total¬
ed for the first hearing for Group I, Out of a -total of 12 as shown
in Table 7, ten answered no, two answered yes. In percentages 83 per
cait were no 17 per cent -were yes. On the last sitting there was an
apparent rise in apprecia-tion as noted from Table 7* There were five
yes and seven no, -with an increase of 2^ per cent in yes replies and a
decrease of 25 per cent in no replies. This difference idien -tested by
the chi-square -technique, was not significant at -Uie ,05 le-vel of con¬
fidence.
Results of Group II from Application of Chi-Square Technique,— Group
II received repetition and explanation. As may be seen in Table 7 in
determining -the effectiveness of both, chi-square was applied to the
first three days of -the single sit-tings as against the last three days
of the sit-tings. Results revealed were not significant at the ,05 level
of confidence.
To determine the rise in appreciation for the double sittings, for
Group II the chi-square technique was applied to the first two days of
the double sittings as against the last two days of the double sittings,
indicated an appreciable significance at the ,02 level of confidence.
One might conclude from -these results that there is shown greater
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significance at the *02 level of confidence from the double sittings of
Groi^) II than those nhen tested by the chi-square, of the single sittings.
In 03rder to determine the rise of appreciation, as indicated on the
single sittings, as congjared -with the rise of appreciation as indicated
on the double sittings, chi-square was applied to the first four single
sittings of Group II, with a total of 23 yes and 29 no as against 13 yes
and 19 no of the last two days of the double sittings. The results of
the application of chi-square reveals that there is no significant differ¬
ence at the..O^ level of confidence*
Results of Group III from Application of Chi-Square Technique*—
Group in only received repetition of the musical selections* To as¬
certain rise of appreciation of the classical selection as against their
preferred selection, chi-square was applied to the first three single
sittings as compared with the last three single sittings* There was no
significant difference at the *05 level of confidence* To determine the
effectiveness of repetition and e:^lanation on the rise of appreciation,
in the double sittings, chi-square was applied to the first two sittings
as compared with the last two sittings. With a total of 26 yes and 22
no for first sittings and a total of l5 yes and 21 no for the last two
sittings, no significant differences were revealed by the chi-square
technique at the ,05 level of confidence*
For cranparisons of the first fova: days of the single sittings as
against the last two days of the double sittings, with a total of 21 yes
and 36 no for sin^ sittings as against iS yea and 12 no for double
sittings, vrhen tested by the chi-square technique reveal no significant
differences* One mi^t conclude from results revealed by the chi-square
technique that there are no significant differences in the developsnent of
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appreciation in Group III nidien tested by the chi-square technique.
Results of Single Sittings of Group II as Compared With Single Sittings
of Group III»~ In comparing the first three single sittings of Group II
TTith the first three sin^e sittings of Group III, Group II having a total
of U yes and 25 no and Group HI having iL yes and 26 no. When tested
by the chi-square technique this does not prove significant at the ,05
level of confidence.
Results of Double Sittings of Group II as Compared With Double Sittings
of Group m,— Results revealed, fix>m a compaidson between the last two
double sittings of Group II as conpared with the last two double sittings
of Group III when tested by the chi-square technique, that there are no
significant differences between the two groups at the ,05 level of con¬
fidence.
From results revealed on the sittings, only one shosred a significant
difference when tested by chi-square technique. Group II showed appreci¬
able significant differences within the group of double sittings as mea¬
suring the first two days of this group with the last two of some group.
All other conparisons within these same groups or between Group II
and Group III are insignificant at the ,05 level of confidence.
The total yes and no responses from twelve sittings for Groups I, II
and III may be seen in the appendix,^ One may conclude that there are
no significant differences between two groups, one in developing appreci¬
ation by repetition, the other by repetition and explanation as revealed
by results of chi-square application*
I
See Appendix E,
Table 8 summarizes the relationship between scores from each six
measures of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent Test and the Total
Responses from Twelve Sittings,
TABLE 8
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCORES FROM EACH SIX MEASURES OF THE SEASHORE
MEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENT AND THE TOTAL












Pitch .lU Pitch -.28 Pitch -.31
Intensity .U2 Intensity -.U7 Intensity .39
Rhythm .22 Rhythm /.16 Rhythm .39
Time Time .15 Time -.9*
Consonance .Oil Consonance .31; Consonance .11
Tonal Memory .111 Tonal Memory .50 Tonal Memory .11
Relationship BetiiTeen Appreciation and Musical Ability.— In deter¬
mining the relationship between appreciation, as observed by the yes
responses of the three groups, and musical ability as revealed on the
Seashore Test, correlations were set up to find the significance of an
existing relationship*
In correlating scores made by Group I on the Seashore Test with 12
yes responses of the sittings, only in one variable, that of Time, was
there a marked relationship; a correlation of -,76 was obtained which
was significant at the *01 level of confidence* In the other variables
Pitch, Intensity, Rhythm, Consonance, and Tonal Memory there was revealed
no significant relationship at the *05 level of confidence*
One may concliide from results obtained by correlation of the Seashore
Measures of Musical Talent Test with yes responses from 12 sittings that
there does not exist a significant relationship.
In considering Group n in the existing relationship between Musical
talent as revealed from scores of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent
and the yes responses from sittings, there is not present any significant
relationship at the *05 level of confidence*
One may conclude that there exist no appreciable significant level
of relationship between the Seashore Test results of Group II and those
obtained from total yes responses of twelve sittings of Group II,
In considering results from Seashore Test of Group III in relation¬
ship with the total yes responses of twelve sittings, there was only a
marked relationship existing in one of the variables, that of Time at
the *01 level of confidence.
From the results obtained from scores of the Seashore Test as made by
the three groups and yes responses of twelve sittings, one may conclude
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that, becatise of only existing relationship in one of the variables in
two groups of the Seashore Test and Appreciation, that there is no sig¬
nificant relationship between musical ability and appreciation as revealed
in this stTidy,
In summarizing data which provide an answer for purposes stated in
Chapter I, there was revealed a significant difference in only one appli¬
cation of chi-square technique. Only in the area of the last two double
sittings of Group II as ccnpared with the last two double sittings of
Group III was a difference between the yes and no responses, which when
treated statistically with chi-square application proved significant at
the ,02 level of confidence.
From nine applications of chi-square to Groups I, II, and III only
in one was a significant difference revealed.
In considering the data obtained in determining the relationship
between appreciation, as observed by the yes responses of Groups I, II
and III and musical ability as revealed by performance on tl« Seashore
Test there was revealed a significant relationship in only one variable,
that of time in two groups. Group I and Group III,
One may conclude that there is no appreciable relationship between
musical talent and yes re^onses of twelve sittings, which denotes appreci¬
ation*
As an answer to the purposes stated in Chapter I which are:
1* To test the null hypothesis that there were no significant differ¬
ences between two groups, one. udiich heard music repeatedly, the other
which heard music repeatedly with explanation in developing appreciation
of a classical musical selection in a short period of time,
2, To determine the relationship, if any, between musical talent as
revealed by the performance on Seashore Measures of Musical Talent and
Appreciation as revealed by responses from twelve sittings. The follow¬
ing conclusions may be drawn:
1. There existed no significant differences between two groups, one
which heard music repeatedly, the other which heard music repeatedly
with explanation in developing appreciation of a classical musical
selection,
2. There was revealed, from responses of twelve sittings, no sig¬
nificant change of appreciation within a short period of time,
3. Since there existed a relationship between only one variable of
the Seashore Test and Appreciation as revealed by the yes responses of
twelve sittings in two groups.
It may be concluded that no appreciable relationship exists between
musical talent aid appreciation as revealed by performances of thirty-
six subjects at Walker Street School, Atlanta, Georgia,
CHAPTER I\r
SUMMARI AND CONCLUSIONS
Statement of Problem.— This study was concerned with the relative
effectiveness of repetition without explanation as against repetition with
explanation on the development of appreciation for a certain classical
selection wilhin a short period of time.
The purpose involved in this study was twofold; (1) To test the null
h3rpothesis that tiiere are no significant differences between two groups -
one tau^t by repetition with e::qplanation, the other by repetition with
explanation - in developing appreciation of certain classical musical
selections during a short period of time. (2) To determine the relation¬
ship, if any, between musical talent as revealed on the Seashore Measures
of Musical Talent and Appreciation as shown by responses from twelve sit¬
tings .
In order to reach scientific conclusions from these purposes the data
were treated in the following manner:
1. The data were of two kinds; one to describe the subjects and one
to answer puirposes in Chapter I.
Descriptive Data
a. A description of data as revealed by Seashore Test of Musical
Talent of Groups I, II, and III.
b. A comparison of Group I and II on Seashore Measures of Musical
Talent.
c. A comparison of Group I and III on Seashore Measures of Musical
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Talent
d. A comparison of Groups II and III on Seashore Measxires of
Musical Talent.
e. A description of results from Familiarity Check List.
2. Data to answer questions proposed in Chapter I
a. Results of application of chi-square to Group I.
b. Results of application of chi-square to Group III.
c. Results of single sitting of Group II as compared with single
sitting of Group III.
d. Results of double sittings of Group II con5)ared with tiie
double of Group III.
e. Relationship between musical talent as revealed on the Sea¬
shore Measures of Musical Talent and Appreciation based on
yes responses of twelve sittings.
This study was completed during the school year 1951. The subjects of
the study were thirty-six elementary pupils of Walker Street School, Atlanta,
Georgia.
The method used in this stucfy was the Normative Survey with aspects of
the experimental method.
The following tests, check list and preference list were used to des¬
cribe, compare and correlate data and determine the development of appre¬
ciation.
1. The Seashore Measures of Musical Talent
2. A Familiarity Check List
3. A Preference Check List
Ii. A Questionnaire
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The data collected from this study were tabulated, treated statisti¬
cally and interpreted with findings reported in Chapter III.
Conclusions.— The data collected from this study under conditions
described in Chapter I permit the following conclusions as answers to ques¬
tions proposed in Chapter II.
Group I falls with the low group as revealed on the Seashore Test.
Group II falls in the lower low group according to scores on the Sea¬
shore Test.
Group III falls in the low bracket according to the nonas of the Sea¬
shore Test.
It may be concluded that all three groups are drawn from the same popu¬
lation.
When Group I and II were compared it was revealed that Group II scored
a few points higher in Pitch, Intensity, Consonance and Tonal Memory on the
Seashore battery; when tested statistically by the "t" technique, however,
no significant differences were revealed.
Although Group I scored higher in Pitch, Time, Rhythm and Tonal Memory,
there is a significant difference revealed in only two of the variables,
Time and Tonal Ifemory. When tested by the "t" technicjue as a result of
comparing Group I and Group III, higher scores were made by Group III in
Intensity and Consonance. When these were tested the “t" technique,
they both proved significant at the ,0$ per cent level of confidence.
When Group II and III were compared, the former scored higher in favor
of the variables of the Seashore Test. There was only a significant
difference in two of them. Pitch and Tonal Memory.
As a result of the comparison of Group II and Group III, there was
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only a significant difference in two of the variables, therefore one might
cojaclude that the Groups are similar in masical talent.
One might also conclude that the groups are about equal in musical
talent as revealed on the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent.
It was revealed, from responses of a Familiarity Check List, that not
too much difference in familiarity with classical and semi-classical se¬
lections existed among the three groups.
When Givjup I was compared at the beginning and end of the study, there
seemed to have been a lise in appreciation. This, however, when tested by
chi-square revealed no significant difference at the .05 per cent level of
confidence.
There was no appreciable difference revealed idien the single sittings
of Group II were tested. When the double sittings of Group II were tested
there was a significant difference at the .02 per cent level of confidence.
There was no significant difference between the first four single sittings
of Group II as against the last two double sittings.
On comparing Group Ill's single sittings, no significant difference
was revealed at the .05 per cent level of confidence. There was no signi¬
ficant difference in comparing the double sittings of Group III. No signi¬
ficant difference was revealed when the single sitting of Group II was
compared with the single sittings of Group III. From results of the
comparison between the double sittings of Group II and Group III, no signi¬
ficant difference was revealed.
There was revealed no significant relationship between musical talent
as revealed on the Seashore Measures of Musical talent and Appreciation
revealed from yes responses of twelve sittings.
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Reoommendations.— Although the writer did not derive results upon
which a tangible method of developing musical appreciation oould be evolved,
she feels that the element of time in this study oould have been a miti¬
gating factor. With this in mind, a recommendation if made that a similar
study be conducted using a longer period of time. It would also seem that
two more studies, other than the one mentioned, should be conducted. One
in vdiich repetition is used with "Explanation” (from a theoretical aspect)
using a short period of time. The other to follow the same procedure using
a longer period of time.
A study would then need to be made of the best in the four studies,
including the one already made sind derived from them some tangible method
of developing appreciation for the classical musical selections.
Conclusion.— The data collected in this study indicate that it will
be highly inqprobable to increase the appreciation of children, such as
those who seived as subjects in this study, by the techniques utilized
herein within a short period of time.
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APPENDIX A
A SUITE IN MUSIC
There has always been music. First it was all sung, then simple in¬
struments were made, and people played upon them as they sang. After many
years, people learned to pring music. Later they began to wrote music.
First they wrote short pieces which were Jolly and gay. These weire the
minuet, the (Gavotte) and other dances. One of the livelest was the
(Gigue) Jig or geeg.
People wanted longer pieces to play. So they write That they called
"suites." A "suite" in music, was at first Jvist a Joining together of
several little dances with an opening piece called a "prelude." Each part
of the suite tells a part of the stody. A suite usually had five or more
parts or pieces. They all mi^t be played together to make one big piece
of music, or each part might be played alone if a short piece is wanted.
The separate parts of a suite would be arranged in some thing like this
order:
1. The "Prelude." This was the opening piece.
2. The "Air." This was a song-like melody, irtiich often imitated the
old folk songs.
3. A "Gavotte" or "Minuet." Sometimes a "Trio," or little song
would be added in the middle of hie piece.
U. A "Bourse" (boor-ra) or a "Musette." These are two Jolly folk
dances.
5. A "Gigue" is a lively folk dance.




on concert programs. Many are n;3w written to tell stories in music.
1
Helen Gertrude Kinscella, Music Appreciation Readers, Book II
(New York, 1928), pp. 89-91.
THE NUTCRACKER SUITE
The first stiites were collections of music pieces written in dance
form. Later, some of the suites were written to tall a story. Ihe "Nut¬
cracker Sxiite" is one of the suites written to tell a story. It was
written Peter Tschaikowsky, a great Russian composer. There are
several parts, or separate pieces in this suite. Each separate piece of
the music is like a chapter in a stoiy.
Sometimes people tell a story in words. Sometimes they tell a story
in a song, or in music that is written to be played on one or more instru¬
ments. Another way in which a stoiy may be told is to act it out without
speaking a single word. The actors imitate or suggest the people of whom
the story is told.
Sometimes people act out a story in this way, and at the same time
keep time, in their movements, with music written to tell the same stoiy.
This is one of the greatest ways in which a story can be told. A story
told in this beautiful way is called a Ballet.
The music of the "Nutcracker Suite" was first written as a ballet for
a group of Russian children to dance. It was danced in Russia for the
first time in St. Petersburg (now Leningrad), Russia, March 19, 1891.
Tchaikowsky called it his "Fairy Ballet," and children took all the parts
in it.
Uie story of the ballet known as the "Nut cracker Suite" is that of
very old fairy tale.
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PETER ILYITCH TSCHAIKOWSKI
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky was born in a small Russian town in 18U0.
As a very small boy he showed his ardent patroitism by kissing the map of
Russia, in his atlas and spitting at the rest of Europe. When his French
Nurse complained, he explained that he had been careful to cover France
with his hand. Hiere already is his temperament - passionate and tender.
Tschaikowsky had three broWiers and a sister. He started to school in
I8UI4.. He read French and German at six. As a child he was very sensitive
and had to be handled carefully. He took to heart the slightest criticism.
Tschaikowsky's family was not musical. His mother thought music had an
unhealthy effect upon him. He studied music at the Saint Petersbtirg Con¬
servatory, later he became professor of harmony at the Moscor conservatory.
Tschaikowsky had an unhappy marriage, iriiich resulted in a nervous
breakdown. He left the Conservatoiy and wrote one of his friends that he
was a robust man but that there was a wound in his soul that would never
heal. Ihe best years of his life were ahead of him.
It was said by friends of Tschaikowsky that he liked to improve troies.
He always took long walks after eating dinner no matter what the weather.
It was said that many of his themes were planned and inverted during Ihose
long walks. A close friend of his said -ttiat he was very generous. He
lavishly showered coppers on all the peasant children in the nei^borhood
and was unable to go for his walks without being surrounded by them.
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ms STORI OF THE DANCE OF THE SUGAR PLUM FAIRT
The Dance of The Sugar Plum Fairy is one part of the Nutcracker Suite.
In order to understand the story of it, the story of The Nutcracker and The
Mouse King must be knomi;
Marie had been given many beautiful Christmas presents. Among
these was a wonderful silver Nutcracker.
During the evening, as the children played with their new Christ¬
mas toys, Marie’s brother tried to crack too large a nut, and the Nut¬
cracker was broken. Marie felt very soriy about this, and so, before
she went upstairs to bed, she wrapped up the Nutcracker very carefully,
and laid it on a shefl with her dolls, her brother's tin soldiers, and
some other toys.
After she went to bed, Marie could hardly sleep she was so excited
about her new toys and about the beautiful Christmas tree with the
sugar plums hanging from it.
She finally went to sleep, but as soon as she was asleep she dreamed.
In her dream she got up and stole downstairs for another sight of the
wonderful Christmas tree. She dreamed that ihile she was sitting on
the bottom step of the stairs looking at the tree, the clock struck
the hour of midnight. Just then she heajrd a strange noise, and while
she watched ihe tree, a curious thing happened.
The great tree began to grow and grow, and grow. All the cakes
and sugar plums, which hung on it, and all of Ihe toys, came to life,
including the Nutcracker.
Suddenly, the crackes in the floor began to open wider, and an
army of mice sprang "through them. They rushed into "the room after the
sugar plums.
Everyone was very fri^tened. The tin soldiera leaped down from
"the shelf upon "which they had been placed, and began to fi^t.
The King of "the IfiLce and the brave Nu"tcracker had a terrible battle.
The King was getting the bet"ter of the battle "when Marie, "who was watch¬
ing from her seat on "the stairs, saw that the Nutcracker was quite
surrounded by the eneny, and in the greatest possible danger. Without
waiting a moment, she took off her slippers and threw it "with all her
mi^t at the King of the Mice. This killed the King, and the o"ther
mice scampered away, very glad to excape "with their lives.
As soon as the fi^t was ended, the homely Nutcracker was changed,
as if by magic, into a handsome Prince. He "thanked Marie for saving
his life, and led her throu^ a strange doorway, into a green meadow.
This meadow was called the Land of the Sugar Plum Faiiy, Here
Marie was treated just as a Princess should be, and all the Fairies,
Dolls, and "Uie Sugar Plums danced for her.^
1
Adapted from Hoffman's Faiiy Tales, as cited in Haxel G. Kinscella.




1. William Tell Overture G. Rossini
2. Londonderry Air Irish Folk Tune
3. Marche Peter Tschaikowsky
U. Panis Angelicus Cesar Franck
5* Liebestraum Franz Liszt
6. Rustle of Spring Christian Sinding
7. Polish Dance Xaver Sharwenka
8. Mnuet I. J. Paderewski
9. Prelude in C. Sharp Minor ... S. Rachmaninoff
10. Claire De Lune Claude Debussy
11. Rhapsody In Blue George Gershwin





School Grade Age Yrs. Mo.
Indicate below your familiarity with the selection you just heard





































To the question below answer yes or no.
Did you like this selection "Dance of The Sugar Plum Fairy"
better than "If"? Underscore Yes or No.
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APPENDIX D
RAW SCORES FROM SEASHORE TEST OF MUSICAL TAIENT
Group I Pitch Intensity Time Rhythm Consonance
Tonal
Memory
1. 52 5U 55 58 uu 32
2. UO 52 68 70 U8 h8
3. 50 hd 66 68 6h 38
u. 58 55 5U 56 ho 26
5. UU 63 75 32 56 ^2.
6. 52 26 71 86 6U hd
7. 59 75 92 66 50
8. 53 58 77 70 58 30
9. 50 56 52 70 U6 20
10. 58 58 52 72 60 26
11. 58 59 52 66 5U 36
12. 6l 69 38 86 30 hh
-4-
vO
RAW SCORES FROM SEASHORE TEST OF MUSICAL TALENT
Group II Pitch Intensity Time Rythm Consonance
Tonal
Memory
1. h9 62 60 72 62 Uo
2. h2 68 20 8li 60 h2
3. 56 56 67 52 68 50
u. 69 62 67 6U 68 hh
li8 56 5U 62 kh 20
6. 57 51 70 60 U2
7. 73 60 69 68 5U h8
8. 68 59 U5 50 UU 38
9. 52 U9 70 50 U6 Uo
10. 75 66 5U 7h 58 20
11. 57 52 U7 56 5U 28
12. 56 70 65 52 50 32
vO
PAW SCORES FROM SEASHORE TEST OF MUSICAL TALENT
Group III Pitch Intensity Time Rythm Consonance
Tonal
Memory
1. 52 57 51 32 36 30
2. 56 51 66 6U 58 28
3. 55 60 h9 6h 52 22
u. U6 53 U8 70 62 28
5. 22 51 51 66 60 U2
6. k9 62 U8 78 60 2U
7. 5U 69 U8 68 81i 32
8. 28 U7 60 56 56 8
9. Uo li9 U8 56 58 28
10. 52 U7 50 58 58 22
11. U8 67 U5 56 56 30
12. 51 51 52 56 Uh 3U
APPENDIX E
TOTAL YES AND NO EESPONSES FRQT,! TWELVE SITTINGS
Dates of Sittings
No
G R 0 D P I
RESPONSES
Percent Yes Percent No
S R 0 U P II
RESPONSES
Percent Yes Percent No
G R 0 U P III
RESPONSES
Percent Yes Percetb
May 15, 1951 10 83 2 17 11 92 1 8 9 75 3 25
May 16, 1951 •r 6 50 6 50 8 67 4 33
May 17, 1951 8 67 4 33 9 75 3 25
May 18, 1951 4 33 8 67 10 83 2 17
May 21, 1951 11 92 1 8 10 83 2 17
May 22, 1951 3 25 9 75 7 58 5 42
May 23, 1951 6 50 6 50 7 58 5 42
•May 24, 1951 12 50 12 50 14 58 10 42
Jfciy 25, 1951 11 46 IS 54 8 33 16 67
liCay 28, 1951 13 54 11 46 14 58 10 42
May 29, 1951 16 67 8 33 14 58 10 42
May 30, 1951 7 42 5 58 7 58 5 42 7 58 5 42


























Dates on -which Sittings were held.




Dates on Tshich sittings were held.
Figure 2. Bar graph of the no responses of Groups I, II, and III from twelve sittings.
